XYZprinting Unveiled Nobel 1.0 the Most Affordable SLA Printer at Computex 2014
XYZprinting introduces yet another high end 3D printer at a jaw-dropping low price
Taipei, June 04, 2014
XYZprinting, dedicated to bringing cost-effective 3D printing to the world, is unveiling
two new printers with remarkable 3D scanning capability to its well-received da Vinci product
line and an affordable SLA printer, the Nobel 1.0, during Computex 2014 this week. The new da
Vinci 1.0 AiO and 2.1 AiO are equipped with the most precise consumer-grade 3D scanning
system in the market, making the da Vinci AiO series printers the best value all-in-one desktop
3D printer. Priced at under $2500, Nobel 1.0 will be the most precise consumer grade desktop
3D printer. Nobel 1.0 is expected to meet the market in 2015 (details and prices will become
available on XYZprinting’s website later).
Since XYZprintng launches its first 3D printer last fall, the company has been vigorous
about introducing affordable and easy-to-use 3D printer to mass market. With all the innovative
and user-friendly features of their existing printers, such as smart filament cartridge system,
auto-calibration, nozzle cleaning, and one-year limited warranty at no cost; da Vinci 1.0 has won
the CES 2014 Editors’ Choice Award, the Computex 2014 BC Best Design Award, and was named
the most affordable and approachable 3D printer by Reviewed.com. XYZprinting is positioning
the da Vinci printers as the ultimate 3D printer for consumers and entrepreneurs.
Also at Computex 2014, XYZprinting gave the media a sneak-peak of the world’s first
affordable SLA 3D printer – the Nobel 1.0. Using stereolithography technology, also known as
optical fabrication or photo-solidification, the print resolution of Nobel 1.0 reaches 25 microns.
By improving the resin-filling mechanism, Nobel 1.0 provides a stable SLA printing quality so that
users do not need to add liquid resin constantly throughout the printing process. Slightly larger
than other desktop SLA printers, the build size of Nobel 1.0 is 5 by 5 by 7.9 inches. It is expected
to hit the market in 2014 Q4 at the price level of $2500 or less, making Nobel 1.0 the most
affordable desktop SLA 3D printer on the market. Targeting users that are more concerned in
printing quality, Nobel 1.0 works perfectly for jewelry designers, dentists, and industries that
require rapid molding processes. XYZprinting's Nobel 1.0 brings affordable 3D printing to a new
height and once again proves that high quality 3D printing does not necessarily have to come
with a big price tag.
About XYZprinting

Founded in 2013, XYZprinting is dedicated to bringing cost-effective 3D printing to
consumers and businesses around the world. With proven industry expertise and an innovative
spirit, XYZprinting is poised to break down the barriers of the 3D printing industry by creating
easy-to-use devices that provide an outstanding user experience.

XYZprinting is backed by the world’s leading electronic manufacturing conglomerate Kinpo Group, which earns more than $30 Billion in revenue annually and has more than 8,500
engineers in research and development across four continents. Kinpo Group has more than 15
years of experience developing and manufacturing printers for both personal and commercial
use.
XYZprinting’s first printer, da Vinci 1.0, won the CES 2014 Editors’ Choice Award for
being the most approachable and affordable 3D printing machine. It was also recognized by
Tom’s Guide Readers’ Choice Award in the same year. In May 2014, da Vinci 1.0 was awarded
Computex 2014 Best Choice (BC) Award for Best Design. Adding all-in-one 3D printers and SLA
printers to its product mix, XYZprinting positions itself as an accessible 3D printing solution
provider across the board in the consumer market.
Currently, XYZprinting has offices in China, Japan, the United States and Europe.
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